
�� Healthier Landscape

Proven to be superior in real‑world 
conditions with uniform coverage and 
large, wind‑resistant droplets. HE‑VAN 
raises water efficiency and produces 
healthy, consistent landscapes.

�� Shorter Run Times

High efficiency HE‑VAN nozzles allow 
you to shorten your sprinkler run times 
by up to 35%.

�� Exclusive ExactEdge™ 
Adjustment

Produces a clean spray pattern edge 
with an adjustment mechanism you 
can feel “click” and less overthrow on 
hardscapes.

HE-VAN Series Nozzles

High Efficiency Variable Arc Nozzles

With patent pending Flow Control Technology, Rain Bird HE‑
VAN nozzles offer even coverage throughout the spray pattern 
delivering a healthy, beautiful landscape. Gentle close‑in 
watering eliminates dry spots around the spray head. HE‑VAN 
nozzles also generate large wind‑resistant water droplets that 
prevent misting and airborne evaporation so the right amount 
of water is delivered to the right place.

The high efficiency of the HE‑VAN nozzle allows you to shorten 
your sprinkler run times by up to 35%, saving you water and 
money. Even coverage makes them the perfect choice for 
homeowners looking to save water and prevent brown spots. 
This is why HE‑VAN nozzles won the Irrigation Association’s 
“Best New Product” award in 2011.
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Full Adjustability

HE-VAN Series Nozzles

More Uniform Coverage

�l Patent‑pending Flow Control Technology 
delivers even coverage throughout the radius 
and consistent, healthy turf.
�l Greater than a 70 percent average DULQ—more 

than a 40 percent improvement over existing 
variable arc nozzles.
�l Gentle close‑in watering eliminates dry spots 

around the spray head.

Superior Wind Resistance

�l HE‑VAN’s low‑trajectory spray keeps streams 
below prevailing winds and maximizes water 
landing in the target zone.
�l Large water droplets offer greater wind 

resistance, saving water no matter the weather 
conditions.
�l HE‑VAN can be paired with Rain Bird’s pressure 

regulating 1800 series spray heads (PRS) to 
dramatically reduce misting and airborne 
evaporation at high pressures.

Shorter Run Times

�l Dramatically reduce zone run times compared 
to competitive nozzles, helping you stay within 
tight watering windows.
�l Less run time means less water and that equals 

significant savings for customers.

Maximum Flexibility

�l Full adjustability from 0˚ to 360˚ saves time 
and means fewer nozzles to stock.
�l 8’, 10’, 12’ and 15’ models with up to 25% radius 

reduction for a wide variety of landscape 
applications.
�l Matched precipitation rates allow you to 

install Rain Bird® HE‑VAN, MPR and U‑Series 
Nozzles on the same zone.
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